Reversible dissociation of collagen in tissues.
The turbidity of most biologic tissues hinders the use of lasers for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Hyperosmotic agents such as glycerol have been used to alter the optical scattering properties of turbid tissues. The mechanism of this effect, "optical clearing", however, remains incompletely understood. Multiphoton microscopy utilizing second harmonic generation can be used to monitor collagen structural changes in the presence of glycerol. This study suggests that the use of glycerol for tissue "optical clearing" screens noncovalent intermolecular interactions between low-order collagen structures, resulting in fiber disassembly. Dissociation of collagen fibers in native and engineered tissues in the presence of glycerol and reassociation with the application of saline are imaged dynamically. Collagen fiber reassembly is governed by the displacement of glycerol by saline in native and engineered skin. These results reveal the assembly process of high-order collagen structures and propose a molecular mechanism for the increase in tissue transparency observed after glycerol application.